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Abstract 
Let (,!?, E) be a pair of spaces consisting of a compact Hausdorff space E and a closed subspace 
C. Let 2I be an additive category. This paper introduces the category 33@, C; ‘?I) of geometric 
modules over E with coefficients in % and with continuous control at infinity. One of the main 
results is to show that the functor that sends a CW complex X to the algebraic K-theory of 
g(cX, X; 2I) is a homology theory. Here CX is the closed cone on X and X is its base. 
The categories .?#(.& E; lu) are generalizations of the categories U(Z; 2l) of geometric modules 
and bounded morphisms introduced by Pedersen and Weibel [S]. Here (Z, p) is a complete 
metric space. If X is a finite CW complex and Co(X) is the metric space open cone on 
X considered in [9], then there is an inclusion of categories ‘%(0(X); 2l) + a(cX, X, a). 
A second main result is that this inclusion induces an isomorphism on K-theory. 
One advantage of the present approach is that g(E, z; 2I) depends only on the topology of 
(E, C) and not on any metric properties. This should make application of these ideas to 
problems involving stratified spaces, for example, more direct and natural. 
Introduction 
Let Z be a metric space with complete metric p, QI be an additive category and 
%?(Z, QI) be the category of geometric modules on Z with coefficients in CLI and 
bounded morphisms introduced and studied in [S] and [9]. We recall that an object 
in %?(Z; 2l) is a collection A = {A, E ‘3 Ix E Z> with the property that for every 
bounded set K c Z, {x E K) A, # 0} is finite. A morphism f: A + B is a collection 
f = { fYxlfYx: A, + B, is a morphism in 2I} for which there is a number d such that 
f,” = 0 if p(x, y) > d. 
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The categories Q?(Z; %) have been of interest and use in both algebra and topology. 
In [8], the categories %‘(Rnt’; 2I) are used to construct a nonconnective spectrum 
K(2I) delooping the usual K-theory spectrum for 2I. In [9], the categories %(8(X); ‘QI), 
where O(X) is the open cone on X, are used to construct a homology theory on the 
category of finite CW complexes. Finally, in [4], an equivariant version of these 
categories is used in the study of group actions. 
In this paper we describe a new approach to these ideas that depends only on the 
topology of the space Z and not on its metric properties. The advantage of this 
approach is that it can be applied more naturally and more directly to some 
topological problems than the “bounded” approach. This is especially true of prob- 
lems that arise in a stratified setting. An application that exploits the greater flexibility 
this gives will be given in [l]. 
Let d be the category whose objects are pairs (E; C) where E is a compact Hausdorff 
space and C is a closed subspace. Let E = .I? - C. (Although we do not require it, we 
often think of E as being dense in l?. We also think of C as the “space at infinity” of E.) 
A morphism in d is a (not necessarily continuous) function f:,!?, + E, having 
f-‘(C,) = Cr, for which fjE1:E1 + E, is proper in the sense that if K c E2 is 
compact, then fP l(K) has compact closure in E, , and for which f is continuous at 
every point z E Cr. 
Let (l?, C) E d and 2I be an additive category. We define a new additive category 
B(& C; ‘3) as follows: An object of B(_I?, C; ‘QI) is a collection A = {A, E ‘$I ) x E E} of 
objects of 2I with the property that for each compact set K c E, (x E K (A, # 0} is 
finite. A morphism f: A --f A’ is a collection f = { fYx 1 f;‘: A, + A; is a morphism in 
‘QI and x, y E E} that has the properties that for all x, { y IfYx # 0} is finite and that for 
every point z E C and every neighborhood U of z in J?, there is a neighborhood V of 
z such thatfYx = 0 whenever x E V and y +! U. (In particular, if y E E and U = E - { y}, 
the compactness of C implies that {x 1 fYx # 0) is finite.) We describe this condition by 
saying that f is continuously controlled at injinity. The additive structure of B(l?, C; 2I) 
is given by setting A @ A’ = {A, @ AL}. 
We may regard g(-,-; ‘%!I) as a functor from d to additive categories as follows: 
Let h:(E,, Cl) + (I?,, C,) be a morphism in 8. We define a functor 
h,:g(Ei, Ci; 2I)-+ B(_??,, Cz; ‘%!I) as follows: If A = {A,lx EEL} is an object of 
%?(E,, Cr; ‘2I), let h,(A) be the object {B,} of W(E,, C1; 2I) with B, = C A, where the 
sum runs over x E h- l(z). S ince the set h- i(z) has compact closure in E 1, there are 
only finitely many x in h-‘(z) with A, # 0. Hence the sum is finite. Similarly, for any 
compact set K c E2, {z E K 1 B, # 0} is finite. Hence {B,} is an object of B(E2, C2; 2X). 
Letf:A -+ A’ be the morphismf= {fYxlx,y E El}. Then h,(f) = {g”,}:&(A) -+ h,(A’) 
is the morphism with g; = CfYx where the sum runs over (x, y) E h- l(z) x h- ’ (w). It is 
easily checked that h,(f) is a morphism in &?(E,, Cz; ‘3) and that h, is an additive 
functor. 
For any additive category ‘3, let D62I denote the classifying space Bd- ‘at’ where 
& = Iso %!I is the category of isomorphism in 2I. The algebraic K-theory of 2I is given 
by K,(2I) = n,(WZ) f or m 2 0. The algebraic K-theory of the additive category 
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9&l?, C; 2I) is denoted by K,B(l?, C; ‘%!I) and is called the algebraic K-theory of E with 
continuous control at infinity. If h:(l?, , Cl) + (E,, C,) is a morphism in 8, h induces 
a homomorphism 
h,:K.$#(&, C,; 9I)+ K,B(i?,, C,; %!I) 
and we may regard K,B(-; ‘9I) as a functor from 6’ to the category of graded abelian 
groups. 
The closed-cone construction can be used to obtain many examples of pairs (8, C) 
in 8. In particular, if X is a non-empty compact Hausdorff space, we let cX be the 
closed cone on X (i.e. the quotient space obtained from X x [0, l] by identifying 
X x (0) to a point c) and (cX, X) be the pair in which X is the image of X x (11 in cX. 
If X = 0, then we let (cX, X) = (c, 0). I n either case, (cX, X) is in 8. In fact, the closed 
cone construction defines a functor c:y + d where r is the category of compact 
Hausdorff spaces. The image of X x [0, I)] in cX is denoted OX and is called the small 
open cone on X. 
If ‘QI is an additive category, we let $I be the idempotent completion [3] of 2l; that is, 
& is the category with objects (A, p) where A E % and p:A + A has p2 = p and with 
morphisms f: (A, p) -+ (B, q) those morphisms f: A + B in ‘%!I for which f = qfp. 
Let X be a compact metrizable space and S”X be its nth suspension. We will prove 
that the collection of spaces K(X; ‘9I) = {W&(0X, S”X; 2I)l n = 0, 1,2, . . . } is 
a spectrum. This spectrum is nonconnective and its stable homotopy is denoted by 
R,(X; a). It is studied in Section 4. 
Theorem I. For any additive category ‘S, the functor X H&(X; ‘Ql) is a reduced 
homology theory on the category of compact metrizable spaces. 
The reader shouid see Theorem 5.2 for a more Compiete statement of this theorem. 
The main steps in the proof of Theorem I are showing that if X = v Y is the closed 
cone on Y, the K-theory classifying space of X is contractible and establishing 
a Mayer-Vietoris property. These steps are done in Corollary 2.3 and Theorem 4.4 
respectively. Here we have written X = VY instead of X = cY since we must form CX 
to get the homology of X and it is convenient to distinguish the two cone points c 
and v. 
For any pair of compact metrizable spaces (X, A), let K,(X, A; 2I) = 
I?,(X u, VA; 2I) where VA is the cone on A with vertex v and we take VA to be a point if 
A = 0. To simplify notation, throughout this paper we shall write X u VA instead of 
the more precise X u,vA. 
Theorem II. The functor K,(-; %) is a homology theory on the category of pairs of 
compact metrizable spaces, If we restrict this homology theory to the category of pairs 
of finite C W complexes, its representing spectrum K(pt; 2I) = K(S’; ‘8) has 
QK(pt; rU) = K(2I). 
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The reader should see Theorem 5.3 for a more complete statement of this theorem. 
In this theorem K(Q) is the nonconnective spectrum for the K-theory of ‘$I con- 
structed in [S]. It follows from this theorem and the main result of [9] that 
K,(X; %!I) = If,_ l(X, K(a)) for every compact polyhedron X where the right-hand 
side is the homology of X with coefficients in the spectrum K(a). 
Tn nrnvinn the Iact nart nf Thww=m IT the i&a ir tn rhnur that i7-lC”. 811 sanrl the= 111 FL” .“‘& lllV LUUC y&u c “1 AIIVVIWLII “) Cll” LUYU 1” C” “Al”.. CIIUL IX\” ) -, Ull.‘ Cl&” 
spectrum i(‘(pt; 2I) of [9] have isomorphic homotopy groups. In positive dimensions, 
this is accomplished in Lemma 5.5 and in nonpositive dimensions, in Lemma 5.6. The 
proof of Lemma 5.6 is based on the results of Section 2 and the construction of 
a “Bass-Heller-Swan” homomorphism motivated by the discussion in [7, Section 21. 
Let X be a finite CW complex and O(X) be the large open cone on X (i.e. the space 
obtained from X x [0, cc ) by identifying X x (0) to a point c). If we identify Co(X) with 
OX under the homeomorphism that sends [c, t] to [[, 1 - l/(1 + t)], there is an 
inclusion of categories i:%‘(Lo(X); 2I) + g(cX, X; ‘%) obtained by noticing that any 
morphism in %(0(X); !!I) is continuously controlled at infinity under the above 
identification. Let 
i,:K;(X;%)+ K,(X;%) 
be the induced homomorphism on homology where Kk(X; 9l) is the homology of 
X using bounded morphisms as described in [9]. The next result follows easily from 
Theorem II. 
Corollary III. For any finite C W complex X, i, : Kt(X; ‘9I) 4 K,(X; ‘2I) is an isomor- 
phism. 
In a recent preprint [12], Vogel1 describes another approach to proving Theorems 
I and II for finite CW compiexes. Aithough his approach in that case is simpier than 
the one taken here, it does not work in the full generality of this paper. 
The first-named author would like to thank the Department of Mathematics at the 
University of Notre Dame for providing a stimulating atmosphere for him during the 
period in which this paper was written. All four authors would like to thank the referee 
for his detailed comments on this paper. They have greatly improved its exposition. 
1. Some elementary properties of the categories a(_& C; 2I) 
We collect here some elementary properties of the categories g’(& C; 2I) that will be 
useful later in this paper and that illustrate the topological flavor of this category. 
Let (E, C) E B, ‘% be an additive category and A = {A, 1 x E E} E ZZl(E C; ‘3). The set 
supp, (A) = cl {x E E 1 A, # 0} n C is called the support of A at injinity. Notice that 
z E supp,(A) if and only if every neighborhood U of z contains a point x E E with 
A, # 0. 
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Lemma 1.1. Let A,B E &9(E, C; 9l). IfA 1s isomorphic to B, then supp,(A) = supp,(B). 
Proof. Let f = { f;: A, -+ BY) be an isomorphism from A to B. Let z E supp,(A) and 
U be a neighborhood of z in I?. Then there is a smaller neighborhood V of z so that if 
x E V and f;’ # 0, then y E U. Since z E supp,(A), there is an x E V with A, # 0. Since 
J. !- J 1s an isomorphism, there is a y wi~ii ~~~ z 0. pence ii, i 0 I’or SOme y in i;, 
z E supp,(B), and supp,(A) c supp,(B). Lemma 1.1 follows easily. 0 
Let (E, C) x I = (E x 1, C x I). Then Lemma 1.1 shows that there are objects in 
@??, C) x I, ‘$I) that are not isomorphic to objects in the subcategory 
g((E, C) x {0), QI). Hence the inclusion 
i:g((E, C) x (0),2I) + a(@, C) x I, 2l) 
is not an equivalence of categories. 
Lemma 1.2. Let (l?, C) E 8, K c i!? be closed and W c Z be disjoint from K. Let 
A,B E %?(I!?, C; ‘9I) andf: A + B. Then there exists a neighborhood U of Win E-K so that 
if either (x, y) or (y, x) is in U x K, then f," = 0. 
Proof. Suppose first that Wis a single point w. Then there are disjoint open set U’ and 
V’ with w E U’ and K c V’. For each z E K n C, there is a neighborhood V, so that if 
f,“#OandxEV,,thenyEV’.Let V=~{V,~z~KnC).Forallx~V,iffyX#O, 
then y E V’. Since C = K n (I? - V) is compact and contained in E, the sets 
{xEC(A,#O} and {yEElf;#O, xEC) are finite. Let U= U’- {yEElfYX#O, 
x E K}. Then U is an open neighborhood of w and for all (x, y) E K x U, fYX = 0. Since 
f is continuous at w, we may replace U by a smaller neighborhood of w, if necessary to 
insure also that if (x, y) E U x K, thenf;’ = 0. The lemma follows in case W is a single 
point. 
In the general case choose a neighborhood U, for each w E Was in the preceeding 
paragraph. Then U = u {U, 1 w E W} works. 0 
Let f: (I?,, Cl) + (Ez, C,) be a map in 6’ for which f Iz, :C, -+ C2 is a homeomor- 
phism. We say that f is an equivalence at injinity if for every p E C1 and every 
neighborhood U of p in i?i, there exists a neighborhood V off(p) in E2 with 
f - 1 (V) c U. This term is explained by the following lemma: 
Lemma 1.3. Let f :(I?, C) + (I?, C) be a map in d for which f I= = 1. Then there is 
a natural trans_formation : I +Jf+ where I is the identityJfunctor oJf 9(E C; 5X). Iff is an 
equivalence at injinity, then y is a natural equivalence. Hence f induces the identity on 
K-theory. 
Proof. Let A = (A,) be an object of 9#@, C; 2I) and set B = f*(A). Let 
q(A) = {q;} : A + B be the morphism for which ylz is the inclusion of the A, summand 
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into B, if y =f(x) and is 0 otherwise. Sincef is a map in 6, for every p E C and every 
neighborhood U of p there is a neighborhood I/ so that f(v) c U. Hence q(A) is 
a morphism in &9(E, C; 2I). It is easily checked that q = {q(A)} : Z -f, is a natural 
transformation. 
Suppose f is an equivalence at infinity. To see that r~ is a natural equivalence, it 
. . ..nz-__ &- _L,.... *l--r I‘-.. ,.,.,.L A ..I A\ :- _I :,.--,...-l_:-- T -1 ..I ‘4, I-Xl. D bLUllct;S L” bU”W LII2lLL ,“I C1zUI /ii, “,(A, Ib ill, lb”l‘l”lpulblll. l9zL pt“i, = \py ] .D + A be 
the morphism for which p; is the projection of B, on the A, summand if y of - ‘(x) 
and is 0 otherwise. Since the set { y ( p; # O> = {x 1 vZ$ # 0}, it is finite. Let p E C and 
U be a neighborhood of p. By hypothesis there is a neighborhood V of p with 
f - 1 (V) c U. Hence p(A) is a morphism in 99(& C; %?I). It is easily checked that p(A) is 
an inverse of q(A). 
The following general observations show that f induces the identity on K-theory: 
Let F,G:% + 23 be additive functors between additive categories and 7: F + G be 
- - 
a natural equivalence. Then F,G induce functors F, G : au- ‘9I + !I- “23 and VZ induces 
a natural transformation FZ : F + G. Hence F and G induce the same homomorphism 
on K-theory. 0 
Corollary 1.4. Let hl, h2:(& C) + (_l?, C) be homeomorphisms with hl 1~ = h2 1~. Then 
there is a natural equivalence 4 : hl * --, h,,. Hence hl and h2 induce the same map on 
K-theory. 
Proof. Since f= (h,)- 1 h2 satisfies the hypotheses of Lemma 1.3, there is a natural 
equivalence $:I -f, where Z is the identity functor. Then PZ = h,,(f) is the desired 
natural equivalence. 0 
A morphism i:(l?, , Z,) + (I?,, C,) is an inclusion in Gp if i:El --) E2 is an inclusion 
,.,A x- - 411U x21 = El n c2. 
Corollary 1.5. Let (El, Cl) and (E2, C,) be objects in d with Cl = C1. Let 
i:(E,, Cl) -+ (&, C,) be an inclusion and r:(l?,, C,) + (El, Cl) be a retraction in 8. 
Suppose that r is an equivalence at injnity. Then i, :B(&, Cl; ‘2l) -+ %(_i?,, C,; ‘%) is an 
equivalence of categories. 
Proof. Since r is a retraction, ri = 1 and r*i, is the identity functor. Since i is clearly 
an equivalence at infinity and r is an equivalence at infinity by hypothesis, ir is an 
equivalence at infinity. Hence i,r, is naturally equivalent to the identity by Lemma 
1.3. Corollary 1.5 follows. 0 
We now introduce a technical concept that is used in the proof of Theorem 3.1. Let 
(Z&, C,) --f (E, C) E d be an inclusion in 6. We say that (Z?,,, C,) is an eventual 
neighborhood retract in (Z?, C) if there is a closed neighborhood N of Co in Z? and 
a function r:(N - C) u I& + & with r-l (CO) = Z, and r 1~~ = id with the following 
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property: For every open neighborhood W of C - Co in l?- _I#?,,, rw = 
~1: [(N - Z - W) u &, CO] + (I&, CO) is an equivalence at infinity. This amounts to 
requiring that for every triple (p, U, W) consisting of a point p E Co, a neighborhood 
U of p in l?, and an open neighborhood W of C - Co in i?, there is a neighborhood 
V of p in &, with r-‘(V) c U u W. The reader will note that only the restrictions 
rw of r, and not r itself, need be morphisms in d and that r need be continuous only at 
infinity. The function r is called an eventual retraction. 
The diagram below illustrates the definition of an eventual neighborhood retraction 
r. In it, r is defined on (N - C) u &. It is “well behaved” on (N - C - W) u I& for 
every W. 
Proposition 1.6. Suppose that CO c C is a neighborhood retract. Then (CC,, CO) is an 
eventual neighborhood retract in (CC, Z). 
Proof. By replacing C with an appropriate closed neighborhood of C,, we may 
assume there is a continuous retriction p:C + C,,. Let N = CC and r: N + CC, to be 
the cone on p. Let W be an open neighborhood of C - Co not meeting cCO. Then 
rw = r ICCz. _ ,):(cC - W, C,) -+ (cCO, CO) is a morphism in d and ri = 1 where 
i:(cCO, CO) + (CC - W, Z,) is the inclusion. 
Let U be any open neighborhood of p E C, in CC. Then there is an open neighbor- 
hood V of p in cCO with (rw)- ’ (V) c U. If not, then for each neighborhood V of p, 
there is a point xy E CC - W - U with r(xy) E V. Then the net {r(xV) 1 V’ E V} con- 
verges to p where Y is the set of neighborhoods of p. Let 99 be the set of neighbor- 
hoods of p that do not contain c. Then 93 is a base for the neighborhoods of p. Hence 
(r(+) = (cp)(-+)l VE @} a so converges to p. On the other hand, {xV 1 I/E B} con- 1 
verges to some point q of CC. Since xy E CC - W - U which is compact, 
q E I? - W - U c CC - C. In particular, q and (cp)(q) are not in C. However, since cp 
is continuous, (cp)(q) = p E CO. This is a contradiction. 0 
If X is a nonempty space, let SX be the unreduced suspension of X (i.e. space 
obtained from X x [ - 1, l] by identifying X x {i} to {i> for i = + 1). If X = 8, let 
SX = S0 = So to be the discrete two-point space. 
Proposition 1.7. If .X0 c C is a neighborhood retract, then so is SC0 c SC. 
Proof. Let r: N -+ Co be a continuous retraction of a closed neighborhood N of Co in 
C onto Co. Let UC be the cone on C with vertex v. We show first that there is a closed 
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neighborhood N1 of vCO and a continuous retraction rl: Ni + vCO with N c Ni, 
N1 n Co = N, and rr IN = r. To see this, let h: I x I + I x I be a function with the 
following properties: 
(1) For all s E I, h(s, 0) = (s, 0) and h(s, 1) = (s, 1). 
(2) If 2 I s I 1 and 4 I t I 1, then h(s, t) = (s, 1). 
Such a function can be constructed using standard elementary techniques. Let 
b:C -+ I be a continuous map for which b(C,) = 0 and 4(Z - Int N) = 1. Define 
H:Z x I + C x I by setting N(x, t) = (x, h(4(x), t)). By (l), H(x, 0) = (x, 0) and 
H(x, I) = (x, 1) for all x. Hence H induces a continuous map H’: UC -+ UC for which 
H’[x, 0] = [x, 0] for all x and H’(v) = v. Let N1 = q(N x I u C x [&, 11). Then Ni is 
a closed neighborhood of vCO in UC. Since H(x, t) = (x, 1) for all 
(x, t) E 4-l [a, l] x [i, l] by (2), for such (x, t), H’[x, t] = v and H’(N1) c UN. We 
now set rl = (vr)H’: N1 + uCO and observe that rl has the properties claimed. 
Let SC = UC u WC where the union is along C. By gluing two copies of the 
map rl together along the common subspace N, we obtain a neighborhood Nz of 
SC0 in SC and continuous retraction r2: Nz + SC,,. This completes the proof of 
Proposition 1.7. Cl 
2. The structure of the category ~-!3(cX, ; 2I) 
Let (X, d) be a compact metric space X together with a metric for which 
diam X I 2. In this section we shall determine the structure of 99(cX, X; ‘?I). We also 
use this result to show that K,a(cX, X; 2I) = 0 if X = VY where Y is a compact 
metrizable space. 
Let O(X) be the large open cone on X (i.e. the space obtained from X x [0, cc ) by 
identifying X x (0) to a point c). It was observed in [ll] (cf. also [2]) that setting 
p(x,y)=min:s,t}d(~,~)+Is-tl, (1) 
for x = [t, t] and y = [q, s] in polar coordinates, gives a metric on O(X). We identify 
8(X) with OX under the homeomorphism that sends [l, t] to [t, 1 - l/(1 + t)] and 
write CX as O(X) u X( co ) where X( CC ) is a copy of X “at infinity”. 
Foranynumbersr<sI co,let(r,s)=([~,t]EO(X)lr<t<s}.If<EXand 
B > 0, let ang(5, P) = { CC, ~1 IO < s and d(<, 4) < 8). By an abuse of language, if 
x = [5, t] # c in O(X) u X( cc) and p > 0, we shall write ang(x, ,!I) for ang(t;, p). 
Finally for f E g(O(X) u X( co), X( co); 2I) and x E Q(X), let S,(f) = 
1Y E QJ(X)lf,” # 01. 
Let t = (rl, r2, rj, . . . ) be an increasing sequence of positive integers. Let 69, be the 
subcategory of g(Lo(X) u X( cc ),X(a); ‘$I) containing all the objects of 
%?(Lo(X) u X( cc ), X( cc ); 2I) but only those morphismsf: A --) B for which there are 
constants SI, p and y so that 
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For almost all k, if x E (rk, rk+ 1), then 
S,(f) = <va, rk+ 1 +,> n aw ( 1 x, j& . 
Of course for (2) to make sense, we must have k > y and k 2 a. A simple calculation 
nhr\.xm the+ ;F f' n-,-l f" nm ;n ,X4 thPn ‘.A in fn f' 311"WJ LllLlL 11 J auu J CalL 111 iMr, LIILI‘ a" IJ J J and :b,~;~ thnt W ,.pnll.. ;‘. LllaC zuI IulllJ 13 
a subcategory of 3(0(X) u X( CC ), X( co ); %). 
The structure of 33(0(X) u X( cc ), X( cc ); 21) is given by the following theorem: 
Theorem 2.1. Let X be a compact metric space with diam X I 2 and 9I be any additive 
category. Then the collection {at} f arms a direct system of subcategories of 
@O(X) u X( cc ), X( CC ); ‘9I) ordered by inclusion. That is, 
(i) g(LD(X) u X( co ), X( CC ); 9I) = u ~33!, and 
(ii) if r’ and r” are two such sequences, then there is a sequence r with B,., c 99r and 
9Q C &$. 
Furthermore, for every increasing sequence r, .%I?! is isomorphic to %(0(X); rU). 
Theorem 2.1 is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.4-2.8. 
Corollary 2.2. Let X be a compact metric space with diam X 5 2 and ‘?I be an additive 
cateogry. Then K,g(cX, X; %) = c% K,Z$. 0 
The colimit here is over the family {S$} of subcategories of 
C+Y(cO(X) u X( cc ),X( co); ‘$I) and we use the identification of this category with 
g(cX, X; %) given above to simplify notation. The corollary is an immediate conse- 
ouence of Theorem 2;1; -l---- 
We recall that for any additive category 2I, its idempotent completion [3] is the 
category ‘& with objects (A, p) where A E ‘%!I and p: A + A has p2 = p and with 
morphisms f: (A, p) + (B, q) those morphisms f: A + B in 9l for which f = qf p. 
Corollary 2.3. Suppose X = VY is the closed cone on the compact metrizable space Y. 
Then the spaces &B(cX, X; 2I) and K&(cx, x; ‘?I) are contractible. 
Proof. Any compact, metrizable space has a metric d of diameter I 2. For this metric 
%@(cX, x; au) = u ZZZ$ and hence &(cX, X; ‘2I) = U&r. By Theorem 2.1, ar is isomor- 
phic to @(O(X); ‘?I) which is flasque by [9]. Hence K-*98, = K,@(B(X); ‘%) = 0 and 
K,&(cX,X; ‘%) = c* K,&r = 0. It follows that KG?(cX, X; ‘%) is contractible. The 
proof that Kg(cX,X; 2I) is contractible is similar. 0 
Lemma 2.4. Letf E @(O(X) u X( oo), X( co); 2I) and suppose that r > 0 and p > 0 are 
given. Then there is an R > 0 so thatfor all x E (R, cc ), S,( f ), c (r, cc ) n ang(x, p). 
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Proof. Suppose no such R exists. Then there exist sequences x, = [&,, t,] and 
y, = [c,, s,] (n = 1, 2, 3, . . . ) so that for all n, x, E (n, co), y, E Sx,(f) and either s, I r 
or d([,, 5,) 2 p. By choosing a subsequence if necessary, we may assume 
x, + x E X( cc). Sincef is continuously controlled at infinity, yn -+ x. Hence s, -+ cc 
and d([,,, 5,) + 0. This contradicts the choices of x, and y,. 0 
Lemma 2.5. For anyf E S?(O(X) u X( co), X( KI); 2I), there is a sequence r witkf E ~2.3~. 
Proof. The proof is inspired by an argument of Hughes given in [S, Section 53. We 
construct the sequence !: by induction. Use Lemma 2.4 to choose rl so that if 
x E (rr, co), then S,(f) c aug(x, 1). Suppose rl, . . . , r,, constructed so that 
(i) if x E (rk, oo), then S,(f) c (rkpl, co) n ang(x, l/k) for k I n; and 
(ii) if x E (0, rk), then S,(f) c (0, rk+l) for k < n. 
Now use Lemma 2.4 to choose r,+ 1 so that if x E (r,, co ), then (i) holds for k = n + 1. 
Since there are only finitely many non-zerof;’ with x E (0, r,), we may also choose 
r,+ 1 large enough that (ii) also holds. This completes the construction of c. 
if x E (r,, r,+ 1 j, then S,(f) c (r,_ 1, r n+2 j n angjx, iinj. By ietting a = i, fl = i 
and y = 0 in (2), this shows that f E 98r. 0 
Lemma 2.6. Let r. = (1, 2, 3, . . ). Then BrO = %(9(X); 2I). 
Proof. Letf E 9$+ x = [5, t], y = [y, s], and supposef;; # 0. Then if x E (k, k + l), 
~(x, Y) = minis, r} d(5, VI) + Is - r/ 
B 
I min {s, t} ~ 
P 
k-y 
+a+l<(k+a+l)p 
k-y 
+a+l. 
Since(k+i+ajj(k-yj~iask~co,p(x,yj<2~+a+iforaii~=~~,t]with 
t sufficiently large. Since there are only finitely manyfYx omitted by this process, there 
is a number B so that ~(x, y) < B for all x, y withfYx # 0. Thus @rO c %(0(X); 2I). 
Let x E (n, n + 1) and suppose d > 0 is given. Simple estimates using (1) show that 
B(x, d) c (n - d, n + d + 1) n ang(x, d/(n - d)). Hence if f E %(0(X); 2I) has the 
property that p(x, y) < d when fYx # 0, then f E &Iro with constants CI = /1 = y = d in 
(2). Thus %‘(C)(X); ‘9l) c 9!ICQ. This completes the proof of Lemma 2.6. q 
Lemma 2.7. For every sequence r, 99! is a subcategory ofB(0(X) u X( co), X( 00); ‘?I) 
and there is an isomorpkism of categories k,* :BCO + 2~3~. 
Proof. Let pr : [0, co) -+ [0, 00) be the homeomorphism that maps [k, k + l] linearly 
onto [rk, rktl] and set kr [c, t] = [[, p,(t)]. Then k, induces an automorphism k,* of 
the category %?(O(X) u X( co), X( CC ); 2I) onto itself whose inverse is (k; ‘), . Straight- 
forward calculations show that k,,(S910) c &Jr and that (k[‘),(SSJ c &, from which 
Lemma 2.7 follows. 0 
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Lemma 2.8. Let r’ = (r;, r;, r;, . . . ) and f = (r;, rz, r;, . . . ) be increasing sequences of 
integers. Then there is a sequence c so that S9Ec BE I .@~~~. 
We say a sequence s splices the sequence t if t, < s, < t,+ 1 for all n. Notice that if 
s splices t, then 9$ = &$. 
Proof. Clearly one can choose subsequences 5’ and z” of I_’ and r” respectively so that 
s’ splices s”. Then %9’sr = BscJ. Since s’ is a subsequence of r’, we see that Br’ c .49;‘. 
Similarly &r’s c &?‘snc. The proof is completed by letting r = z”. 0 
3. The Mayer-Vietoris property 
This section establishes a Mayer-Vietoris property. Although the result given here 
is technical, the consequences of it obtained in the next section are far less so and are 
sufficient for proving the main theorems of this paper. The approach taken here is 
a modification of that in [2]. The difference is that the categories in [2] were filtered; 
whereas the categories that arise here are not. The reader who is interested in only the 
main results of this paper can skip this section and refer back to it as needed. 
We recall some definitions and notation. 
If !B is a full, additive subcategory of the additive category !!I, then the idempotent 
semicompletion (or simply, semicompletion) of QI with respect to 23 is the full, additive 
subcategory of ‘$I containing those objects (A, p) isomorphic to (B, q) 0 (C, 1) with 
(B, q) E $3 and C E 2I. The semicompletion is denoted by a. 
Theorem 3.1. Let (Z?, C) be the pushout of a diagram (El, Cl) +-f!-- 
(E,, C,) -5 (E2, C,) of inclusions in 6 in which &, - Co # 8. Zf (Z&, C,) is an 
eventual neighborhood retract in (& C), then the square of spaces 
K&(E,, co; 2I) i1 ~K&(E,, cl; 9l) 
1 
i2 
I 
.i, 
It&!&E,, c2; 9l) jz ~I&@, c; 9l) 
is a pullback up to homotopy. Here the semicompletions are with respect to B(&, Co; 2I). 
Hence there is a long exact sequence 
... -+ 71,+1(&S?)+ 7c,(W&?~)+ 7c,(W9#1)@ n,(KS?,)+ 71,(WB)+ ... 
(n 2 0) where [ldS?i = W~((Ei, Ci; 9l) (i = 1,2,@) and &So = Od&(E,, Co, ‘?I). 
The reader will recall that the definition of CO being an eventual neighborhood 
retract in _l? is given in Section 1. Theorem 3.1 is an immediate consequence of 
Lemmas 3.2 and 3.3. 
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Suppose given a commutative diagram (*) of additive categories and additive 
functors 
and a directed set A. We say that (*) has the Mayer-Vietoris property relative to A if 
the following conditions hold: 
(1) The functors il, i2,jl, and j, are full and faithful. 
(2) For every pair of objects A,B E 2I there is a family of subgroups 
{FL Hom(A, B)I It E A} such that if p < 1, then F, Hom(A, B) c FL Hom(A, B) and 
with Hom(A, B) = u F, Hom(A, B). 
(3) For every A E ‘$I, there is a A(A) E A so that for every J, > A(A) there is a preferred 
decomposition of A as A = A,, @ A,, @ Azn with Ai* E 9Li (i = 1,2) and an isomor- 
phism o,,:&, --+ Aoi to an object Aoi E 2110. It is further required that lA and 
l,, 0 ool 0 lz2 be in F, Hom(A, A’) and that lin @ (cJ&~ 0 lzl E FAHom(A’,A) 
for all d 2 A(A) where A’ = Ai1 @ Aol @ Azl. 
(4) If I 2 2(A) and f E F,Hom(A, B), then f decomposes as 
relative to the preferred decomposition of A and any decomposition 
B = B, @ Bo @ B, with Bi E 9Ii (i = 0,1,2). 
(5) If 2 2 A(B) and f E F,J Hom(A, B), then f decomposes as 
relative to any decomposition A = Al @ A0 @ A2 with Ai E ‘2Ii (i = 0,1,2) and the 
preferred decomposition of B. 
Lemma 3.2. If (*) has the Mayer-Vietor is property with respect to A and & is 
idempotent complete, then 
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is a pullback up to homotopy. Hence for n 2 0, there is an long exact sequence 
Proof. The proof is similar to the proofs of the corresponding results in [S], [9] and 
[2]. Let 23 be Thomason’s simplified double mapping cylinder of the diagram 
‘u, + 5!I0 + 91uz and C : 23 -+ ‘3 be the obvious functor. We show C is a homotopy 
equivalence on K-theory classifying spaces using Quillen’s Theorem A by showing 
that for each object A E ‘9X, the category A 1 C is contractible. 
For any 2 E A, let F,(A 1 Z) be the full subcategory of A J C with objects 
those morphisms a: A + BI @I B. @I B, = B for which c( E F1 Hom(A, B) and 
c(- ’ E F, Hom(B, A). Let o be the composite 
The argument given in [S], [9] or [2] shows that if ;1 2 max {2(A), A(B)}, then CJ is an 
initial object in F,(A I C). Hence this category is contractible. Since A is a directed set, 
it follows that A J C is the directed union of contractible subcategories. Hence A 1 Z is 
contractible and Lemma 3.2 follows. 0 
Let (&C) E 6’. Let A be an object of W(E, C; 9I). The support of A is the set 
supp A = {x E El A, # 01. If X c _l?, we write AjX for the object {By!_y E El where 
B,=A,ify=x~XandB,iszeroify~X.Iff=(f;’:A,-,B,I~,y~E}:A-tBis 
a morphism in a(,!?, C; ‘%), we letfl,: AjX -+ BIX be the morphism {f;‘lx,y E X}. 
Lemma 3.3. Let (& C) be the pushout of a diagram (E,, C, ) dJ-- (E,, Co) --fL 
(E2,, Z,) of inclusions of Q in which E. - Co # 0. Let A = (U 1 U c I? - E. is a neigh- 
borhood of C - Co with U n Co # 0 and set U 2 V if U c V. Zf (Eo, Co) is an eventual 
neighborhood retract in (l?, C), then the following diagram of additive categories and 
functors has the Mayer-Vietoris property relative to A 
(**I iz I ~ I jl 
a(& z,; 2I) j2 L&E, c; 2l) 
where the semicompletions are taken with respect to s@,!?~, Co; ‘3). 
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Proof. 
(Ek - U,) u (Ek - U,) x U, u (U, x Uk - A); and 
(iii1 nE = 1 if .x E [I;, \---I r 1 
Here p = {p,X: A, -+ A, 1 x,y E E) and A is the diagonal in Uk x Uk. Notice that 
(i)-(iii) imply that pIti, = 1, that pIEk_ uk is a projection, and that (A, p) = 
(AILk, 1) 0 (AIErmUr‘, PIEk-Ud. 
We now verify that (* *) has the Mayer-Vietoris property relative to A by verifying 
conditions (l)-(5) above. 
It is clear from the descriptions of &(&, Ck; %) (k = 1,2,@ that the functors 
ir, iz, jr and j, are full and faithfull, so (1) holds. 
Let (A, p) E C&E, C; ‘QI), choose U c E - I?,, satisfying (i)-(iii) above for k = 8 (i.e. 
for J?), and set 1(A, p) = U. Suppose P’ = 2 2 A(A, p) = U. Then Vis an neighborhood 
of c - 2, contained in U. We set Vk = F’ n Ek and let Akn = AI”, (k = 1,2), 
7 II- 1 e\ --_I rl__ no1 = fi 1~ _ v, &,J = pi”, (k = 1,2), and Pon = PIE- v. Then Pkn = 1 (k = I,‘) arid Lne 
preferred decomposition of (A, p) is given by setting 
(4 P) = (AIL, 1) 0 (‘L> &N.) 0 (Au, 1). 
Clearly (Akn, 1) E &(&, Ck; 2I) (k = 1,2) and (A,,, j&) E &(E - I’, Co; ‘3). Since 
(_&,, C,) is an eventual neighborhood retract in (E, C), there is a closed neighborhood 
N of Co in E and function r:(N - C) u &, -+ I& with r-r (C,) = Co and rlzo = id 
which has rw = rj:((N - C - W) LJ I?,,, Co) + (I&, C,,) a morphism in d with 
rw (z. = id for any neighborhood W of C - Co in l? - &,. Let V be one such 
neighborhood. We may extend rv to a morphism p:(J? - V, C,) -+ (&, C,), also in B, 
by setting p(y)=x for all ~EE-((NuVUE~) for some xeEo. Let 
(Aon, pan) = p&L pan) = (P*&~, k+h.) E&E,, CO; W. Since Corollary 1.5 
shows that p,:g(E - I’, C,-,; ‘$I) + $(EO, Z,,; 2I) is an equivalence of categories with 
inverse the inclusion &(E,, Co; 2I) -+ &(E - I’, C,; 2I), (Aol, pan) is isomorphic to 
(‘Jon, Pan). 
Suppose f :A + B is a morphism in $?B(,?, C; ClI) and that U = 2 E A. We define 
a subgroup F, Hom(A, B) of Hom(A, B) by lettingf E Fn Hom(A, B) if 
(i) f decomposes as 
A,,O&OAzn 
I /I\ I 
relative to the decomposition of A given above and any decomposition 
B = B1 0 B. 0 B, with Bk E %?(I!?~, Ck; ‘?I) (k = 0,1,2); and 
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(ii) f decomposes as 
relative to any decomposition A = AI @ A0 @ AZ with Ak E 919(&, Ck; ‘?I) (k = 0,1,2) 
and the decomposition of B given above. 
For (A, p), (B, 4) E &I?, C; 2L) and 1 E A, we now let FA Hom((A, p), (B, 4)) = 
{flf= qgp for some gE F,Hom(A, B)). Suppose f~Hom((A,p), (B, q)) in 
&(E, C; a). Thenf: A + B in @I?, Z; ‘?I) andf= &p. By Lemma 1.2 for k = 1,2, there 
is a neighborhood Uk of Ck - Z, with Uk c I? - E3 _k so that if either (x, y) or (y, x) is 
in UkXE3_k, then fY, = 0. Let ,I= Ur u UZ. Clearly f E FA Hom(A, B) and since 
f = qfp, f E F, Hom((A, p), (B, 4)). Thus (* *) satisfies (2). 
That (**) satisfies (3), (4) and (5) follows immediately from the definition of 
FAHom((A, p), (B, q)) and the choice of the preferred decompositions of (A, p) and 
(B, 4) given above. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.3 0 
4. Some consequences of the Mayer-Vietoris property 
Some consequences of the Mayer-Vietoris property are obtained in this section. 
They are used in the next section to prove the main results of this paper. For the 
remainder of this paper, we let %?.A’ be the category of compact metrizable spaces and 
continuous maps. 
Theorem 4.1. Let X be the pushout of the diagram X1 & X0 -% X, of inclusions of 
spaces in %?A and suppose that X0 is a neighborhood retract in Xi (i = 1,2). Then the 
square 
WA?(cX,, x0; ClI) 4 %4qcx,, x1; %?I) 
I i2 I jl 
WB(cX,, x,; 2q~-w&cx, x; 2I) 
is a pullback up to homotopy. Hence there is a long exact sequence 
... --f &+ 1 (W9iq -+ 7c,(KB~) --f 7c,(K~,) 0 7c,(KB,) + TL”(KLzq -+ ... 
(n 2 0) where Eli = K&(cXi, Xi; 2I) (i = 1,2,@) and K4?~ = Wd(cX,, X0; ‘3). 
We recall that if X0 = 8, then (cXO, X,) = (c, 8). 
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Proof. Take (.&, Ci) = (CXi, Xi) (i = 0, 1,2,8) in Theorem 3.1. Since X,, is a neighbor- 
hood retract in Xi (i = 1,2), it is also a neighborhood retract in X. Hence (cX,, X0) is 
an eventual neighborhood retract of (cX, X) by Proposition 1.6 and Theorem 4.1 
follows directly from Theorem 3.1. 0 
Corollary 4.2. For any compact metrizable space X, there are homotopy equivalences 
K92(cX, x; 2I) 2- C2 l&&cSX, SX; 2I) pi n K@(cSX, SX; 2I) 
where SX is the suspension of X and i is induced by the inclusion 
&(cSX, sx; 2I) + b(cSX, sx; 2l). 
Proof. The homotopy equivalence f is obtained by applying Theorem 4.1 to the 
pushout diagram uX + X + WX of spaces in %?A! and using the fact that 
W&(cuX, uX; 5%) (U = v,w) is contractible. Here we think of SX as the join {u, w}X. 
Since &(cSX, SX; %!I) is cofinal in &(cSX, SX; QI), K&(cSX, SX; (u) is a union of 
components of K&(cSX, SX; a) and !2i is actually a homeomorphism. 
Corollary 4.3. For any additive category ‘%, there are homotopy equivalences 
II@) A- 5206&I’, so; 9I) s2i S2K&D’, SO, ‘LI) [7 
Proof. Let X = 0. Then CX is a point, &(cX, X; 2I) = CL?, SX is the two-point space 
and (cSX, X) = (Or, So). Thus Corollary 4.3 is a special case of Corollary 4.2. 0 
Theorem 4.4. Let X be the pushout of the diagram X1 A X0 --% X2 of inclusions of 
spaces in %‘A’ and suppose that X0 is a neighborhood retract in Xi (i = 1,2). Then the 
square 
K&cX,, x,; ru) iI %&(cX,, x1; %) 
i2 
T I j, 
j2 Wd(cX,, x2; 2l)- K&3(cx, ; 2l) 
is a pullback up to homotopy. Hence there is a long exact sequence 
..* -+ n,+,(K93)+ 71,(06~0)+ 71,(lK931)071.(lt6~~)+ 7c,(wq+ ..’ 
(n 2 0) where KCBi = KG(cXi, Xi; ‘%) (i = 0, I,& 8). 
The proof is given at the end of this section. 
Corollary 4.5. Let X be a compact metrizable space and jo:X -+ X x Z be the inclusion 
at level 0. Then 
K&(cX, x; rrr) A W2@(c(X x I), x x I; lu). 
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is a homotopy equivalence. Hence the correspondence X ++ W&(cX, X, ‘QI) is a homotopy 
jiinctor. 
Proof. Consider the inclusion VX + X + X x I. Since X is a neighborhood retract in 
each of these spaces, we may apply Theorem 4.4 to this diagram. Since the pushout of 
vX t X + X x I is homeomorphic to uX, the two spaces at the bottom of the resulting 
diagram are contractible by Corollary 2.3. Corollary 4.5 now follows from Theorem 
4.4. The last sentence is a well-known consequence of the first part. q 
Corollary 4.6. Let i: A -+ X be a inclusion of spaces in V&f. Then there is afibration up 
to homotopy 
K&A, A; ‘?I) + W&(cX, X; 3) + W&(c(X u VA), X u VA; a). 
Proof. Suppose first that A is a neighborhood retract in X and consider the inclusions 
VA +- A + X. Since A is a neighborhood retract in each of these spaces, we may apply 
Theorem 4.4 to this diagram. Since K&(cvA, VA; ‘9I) is contractible by Corollary 2.3, 
this case of Corollary 4.6 follows from Theorem 4.4 
Now consider the general case. Let (X, A) be a pair of spaces in %?A? and consider 
the space X u VA. Recall that VA = A x [0, l]/A x (1). Let vI,,A be the image 
of A x [l/2, l] in VA, Y = Cl [X u VA - u 1,2A) and consider the inclusion of A 
into Y that sends a to (a, l/2). We denote the image of this inclusion by A1,2. 
Since A1,2 is a neighborhood retract in Y, the preceeding paragraph shows there is 
fibration 
K&c&z, AI,,; 9l) --, W&c Y, r; 9I) + K&(X u VA), X u VA; 2l). 
Since the inclusion X + Y is a homotopy equivalence, by Corollary 4.5 so is 
W&(cX, X; ‘?I) -+ K&(cY, K Ql). Thus we may replace W&cY, Y; ‘?I) with 
W&(cX, X; ‘%) to obtain the desired fibration up to homotopy. This completes the 
proof of Corollary 4.6. 0 
Proof of Theorem 4.4. Consider the pushout diagram SXr c SX, -+ SX2 of inclu- 
sions of spaces in %‘A’. Since X,, is a neighborhood retract in Xi (i = 1,2), SXe is 
a neighborhood retract in SX, (i = 1,2) by Proposition 1.7. By taking the loops on the 
spaces in the diagram obtained by applying Theorem 4.1 to these inclusion, we see 
that the diagram 
QK~(csxo, sx,; 2l) ------Q[M@(cSX,, sx,; 2l) 
(3) 
QD6~(Cd~, sx,; 2l) dx4qcs:, sx; 2l)
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is a pullback up to homotopy. On the other hand, if ji: K@(cSXi, SXj; 9I) + 
K&cSXi, SXi; 9l) (i = 0,1,2,@ is induced by the inclusion, then s2ji is a homeomor- 
phism since K&(cSXi, SXi; ‘9l) is a union of components of K&(cSXi, SXi; ‘%), Hence 
(3) is homeomorphic to the diagram 
QK@(cSX,, sxo; !!I)- s2K&cSX,, sx,; 9l) 
I 1 
I 1 
szK&(cSX2, sxz; 2l)------+ L? w&csx, sx; 2I) 
Let gi: QK9Z(CSXi, SXi; %) + W&(cXi, Xi; %) (i = 0,1,2,@) be the inverse of the 
homotopy equivalence obtained by applying Corollary 4.2 to the space Xi. Consider 
the commutative cube obtained by using the maps gi to map (4) into the diagram 
lwa(cX,, x0; 2l) -lK&cx,, x1; 2I) 
I 1 
Wd(cX,, x,; cu)- W&(cX, x; au) 
We regard (4) and (5) as being the front and back faces of this cube, respectively. 
A straightforward argument using Corollary 4.2 shows that each of the other faces 
commutes up to a pointed homotopy. Since (4) is a pullback up to homotopy, the 
same is then true for (5). This completes the proof of Theorem 4.4. q 
5. The proofs of the main theorems 
Let Ql be a fixed additive category. To simplify the notation, we suppress mention of 
Cu when it is clear from the context. Let s1-YP’b% be the category in which an object is 
an Gspectrum {A,; F,} and a morphismf: {A,; E,) + {B,; n,,) is a sequence of maps 
{fn: A, + B,I n 2 O> for which rnfn is pointed homotopic to (of,+ r)s,. 
Let X E @?A and define an Q-spectrum g(X; VI) = (g(X; Z$,E,,} as follows: Let 
R(X; 2l), = KG(cs”X, S”X; CLI) (n 2 0) (6) 
where S”X is the nth suspension of X and S”X = X. Then Corollary 4.2 shows that 
there are homotopy equivalences 
K&c Y, r; 2l) A QK~(cSY, sr; ?I) 3 szK&cSY, sr; 9I) 
from which we obtain a homotopy equivalence 
E, = (Qj)f-‘: K&(cS”X, S”X; a) -+ QK&(cS”+‘X, S”+‘X; %) (7) 
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by taking Y = S”X and choosing a homotopy inversef -I forf. Thus {g(X; %),, I,,) is 
an Q-spectrum and it is readily checked that the correspondence X H~(X; 2l) defines 
a functor 
Proposition 5.1. The functor i((-; 2l) h as the following properties: it is a homotopy 
jiinctor; ii(pt; lu) is contractible; and there is a natural isomorphism of R-spectra 
c&x; 2l) + R(SX; lu). 
Proof. To see I?-; ‘QI) is a homotopy functor, let j, :X + X x I be the inclusion at level 
0 and recall that 
w&+x, x; %!I) io* W&c(X x I), x x I; VI) 
is a homotopy equivalence by Corollary 4.5. A standard argument (cf. [2, p. 5751) now 
easily adapts to prove that j, induces a homotopy equivalence of spectra and that 
it(-; ‘9l) is a homotopy functor. The second statement follows from the definition of 
K(pt; ‘9I) and Corollary 2.3. The last statement is immediate from the definition of 
R(X). 0 
Let E,(-; QI) = rrig(-; ?I):%?&i? + Bd where rt 2 is the stable homotopy functor 
and 6& is the category graded abelian groups. Theorem I is a consequence of the 
following more complete result: 
Theorem 5.2. The functor I?*(-; (u) = zzg(-; ‘?I): %‘J%’ + Yd is a reduced homology 
theory on V&Y; that is, 
(i) K.+-; ‘?I) is a homotopy functor. 
(ii) There is a natural isomorphism C: I?,(X; 2l) + K”,, ,(SX; 2l). 
(iii) For any pair (X, A) of spaces WA, there is an exact sequence 
... + &(A; 2I) + I?,(X; ‘9I) ~K,(XU~A;~)-*K”,_~(A;~)~ ... . 
(iv) K”,(pt; QI) = 0. 
Proof. Part (i) follows directly from Proposition 5.1; (ii) follows from the definition of 
g(X; ‘8); while (iv) follows from Proposition 5.1. Finally for every n > 0, there is 
a fibration up to homotopy 
K9@cS”A, PA; %?I) -+ K&9X, S”X; ?I) + lKd@(X u vA), Y(X u VA); %I) 
by Corollary 4.6. The associated homotopy exact sequences may now be spliced 
together using (ii) to obtain the exact sequence of (iii). 0 
For any pair (X, A) of spaces in +?A, let K,(X, A; 2l) = Z?‘,(X u uA) where the 
union is over A and VA is a point if A = 8. In particular, X v v$ = X+ is X with 
a disjoint basepoint attached and K,(X, 0; 2I) = K”,(X+). The following result is 
Theorem II: 
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Theorem 5.3. 7’he functor K,(X, A; 9I) is a homology theory on the category of pairs of 
spaces in %?A; that is, 
(i) K,(-, -; %I) is a homotopyfunctor. 
(ii) For any pair (X, A) of spaces in %?A, there is an exact sequence 
. . + K,(A+;%)+ K*(X+;(U)+ K,(x,uA;%)-t K,_t(A+;9I)+ ... 
(iii) Zf U is an open set with Cl(U) c Int A, then the inclusion map (X - U, A - U) -+ 
(X, A) induces an isomorphism K,(X - U, A - U) -+ K,(X, A). 
Furthermore, if we restrict this homology theory to the category of$nite C W complexes, 
its representing spectrum K(pt; flu) = K(S’; ‘%) has QK(pt; ‘%!I) = K(g). 
In this theorem, K(%) is the non-connective spectrum that [S] associates with the 
additive category Cu. The reader will recall that K(2I) = K(a). 
Proof. That K, satisfies the homotopy and exactness axioms follows directly from the 
corresponding statements for K”, . That K, satisfies the excision axiom follows from 
the arguments given in [6, p. 193. 
It remains to identify the representing spectrum K(pt; 2I) for the restriction of K, to 
the category of finite CW complexes. Let K’(S’; ‘QI) = {K’(S’; a),, E;} be the spectrum 
with K’(S’; 2l),, = !6@(lRnt’; 2I) and E; a homotopy equivalence 
P(SO; rn), = od%?(lR”+‘; %?I) E:, QK&[W”+2; 2I) = QP(SO; %I), + 1 
constructed from the homotopy equivalences of [S] 
KG([W”+‘; 2I) z- szw@(rwn+“; QI) n; s2od@([w”+2; !H) 
by choosing a homotopy inverse for f '. Recall that these are obtained by 
a Mayer-Vietoris argument similar to the proof of Corollary 4.2 that uses the 
categories %?(-; %) instead of g(-; ‘%). Then K’(S”; ‘?I) is the spectrum that [8] 
associates with So. 
We now identify [Wntl = O(S”) with OS” = Int D”+’ = {x E IW”+’ \(I x // < l} as 
above and write cS” = D"+ I. Since every bounded map of aB”+r extends via the 
identity on S” to a map of Dnfl, there is a inclusion of additive categories 
i:G?(lR”+‘; VI) -+ k&D”+ ‘, S”; 9I). 
It is easily checked that these inclusions for n 2 0 induce a map of spectra 
i,:K”‘(S’; 9I) --, K(S’; !!I). The proof of Theorem 5.3 is completed by proving the 
following lemma: 
Lemma 5.4. The map i, : fi’(S’; VI) --t g(S’; ‘?I) 1s a h omotopy equivalence of spectra. In 
particular, Qi((S’; 2l) = K(2I). 
Proof. Since [8] and [9] show that G?K’(S’; Ql) = K(‘%), the second sentence follows 
from the first. To show the first part, it suffices to show that i*:ii;(S’; SC)-+ f(,(S’; %) 
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is an isomorphism. Notice that by the definition of g(S’; 2l) and Corollary 4.2, 
E,(SO; %) = K,&(D’, So; %) if rt 2 1, 
and 
K_,(SO; QI) = K1&(D”+2, s”+‘; 2l) if n 2 0. 
Similarly 
ZZL(SO; 9I) = K,G(R’; ?I) if IZ 2 1, 
and 
I?‘,(SO; 2l) = K1G?(R”+2; Cu) if IZ 2 0. 
We examine 
i, : K,@(rP; (lz) + K,&D’, so; 2l) 
for IZ 2 1 in Lemma 5.5 and 
i,:K1G?(WC2; ‘2I)+ Ko&(D”+2, S”+‘; 9I) 
for n 2 0 in Lemma 5.6. 
Lemma 5.5. For any additive category 2I, there is a homotopy commutative diagram of 
homotopy equivalences 
Hence for all n 2 1, i,: K,@(R’; Iu) -+ K,k(D’, So; 2I) is an isomorphism, 
Proof. We claim that there is a homotopy commutative diagram 
+- f 
+ 
Q.i 
WX------S2K8(D1; So; 2I)p Q&&D’, So; rU) 
in which all the horizontal maps are homotopy equivalences. Letting E’ = j’f’-’ and 
E = jf - ’ where f’ - ’ and f - ' are homotopy inverses for f’ and f will complete the 
proof. To obtain the diagram, recall the homotopy equivalencefwas constructed in 
Corollary 4.3 using a Mayer-Vietoris argument. A corresponding Mayer-Vietoris 
argument using %‘, etc. instead of 99, etc. gives the homotopy equivalence f ‘. Since the 
Mayer-Vietoris diagram using % maps to the corresponding diagram using ~8, the 
left-hand square homotopy commutes. The right-hand square commutes since the 
underlying diagram of categories commutes. 
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Lemma 5.6. Let n 2 0. Then i,: K1 @(Rn+2, Tu) + K1 &(D”+‘, S”+‘; 2I) is an isomor- 
phism. 
Proof. Since themap Qi:SZK%([W”+‘; 9I) + S~K@‘(IW’+~; au) induced by the inclusion is 
a homeomorphism, we may replace @with %? in this lemma. Similarly, we may replace 
& with B. 
To see that i, is onto, let x = [A,f] E K1649(D”+2, Sn+‘; 2I) wheref:A -+ A is an 
isomorphism in 98(D”+l, S”; ‘?I). By Theorem 2.1 (i) and Lemma 2.7, there is a homeo- 
morphism h of D”+’ = [Wnt2 u S”+‘( GO) onto itself with h ISn+l( co) = 1 for which 
h,(f) is bounded. Since h, is the identity by Lemma 1.3, x = [A,f] = [h,(A), h,(f)] 
and i, is onto. 
For any additive category ‘%!I, let 9I [t, t ‘1 be the “polynomial extension” category 
of 9I introduced by Ranicki [lo]. This category has two descriptions. In one descrip- 
tion, the objects of 9l [t, t _ ‘1 are the same as the ojbects of rU and Hom(A, B) is the set 
of all formal sums Cz”, t”fn withf, = 0 for all n with InI large enough. In the other 
description, the objects of ‘%[t, tp ‘1 are the objects (A, 1 n E Z} of %‘(Z, ‘QI) for which 
A, = A, for all n and the morphisms f:A + B are the Z-equivariant morphisms 
f= {ft:A,,-+ B,In,m EZ} in W{Z; (u). In either case, we let A[t, t-‘1 denote the 
object of VI [t, tp ‘1 determined by A E 2I. 
The arguments given in Section 2 of [7] extend easily to define a “Bass-Hel- 
ler-Swan” homomorphism AY:K1%?(LW”+‘; 9I) + K1%?(W; %[t, t-l]) for any n 2 0 
and to show that & is injective. Since K 1 ‘i& = K 1 ‘3 for any additive category, the fact 
that i, is one to one follows from the next lemma by an obvious inductive argument. 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5.6. 0 
Lemma 5.7. Let n 2 0. There is a homomorphism A, making the following diagram 
commute: 
KIG@!“+‘; ‘2l) ” ~K,%(R”; %[t, t-‘-J) 
I I 
‘* ! ‘* 
K,$?(D”+‘, S”; ‘?I)-+- 
I 
KIB(D”, S”- ‘; %[t, t- ‘1) 
Proof. The construction of &. will follow Pedersen’s construction [7] of & quite closely. 
Let g(‘%) be either %([w”+‘; au) or @(D”+‘, S”; 2l), A = {A,lx E X} E 9(‘9l), and 
‘4[t, t-l] = {AJt, t-11 1 x E X} be the object of 9(2I[t, t- ‘1) determined by A. Here 
X is either lQ”+l or D”+‘. Let p _ : A + A be the projection that is the identity on A, if 
x = (xl, . . . ,x”+~) has x,+~ < 0 and is zero otherwise. Let pt be the morphism of 
A[t,t-‘]=(A,[t,t-‘]IxEX)givenbyp,=tp_+(l-p_)andnoticethatp,isan 
automorphism with inverse t- ’ p- + (1 - p-). Finally, if a: A -+ A is an auto- 
morphism, we let a, = a[t, t ‘1 be the automorphism of A [t, t- ‘1 induced from a. 
Let [A, a] represent an element of K19(91) and consider the commutator [a,, p,]. If 
S(2I) = $@I?+ l; 9l) and a has bound d, [7, p. 469) shows that [a,, pt] ) [W”+l - B = id 
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where B is the band (x = (xi, . . . ,x,+r) 1 Jx,+r 1 2 2d). It also shows that [a,, pt] 
restricts to an automorphism of A[t, t- ‘1 lel and lets A,( [A, a]) be represented by 
[A[t, t-l], [a,, pt]]. Here if y = (yi, . . . ,y,), A[t, t-l] E %?(lP; 2I[t, t-i]) has 
A[t,t-l]y=~{A~[t,t-llI~=(y~, ..s ,yn,xn+l) withIx,+ll r2d). 
If 9(QI) = qD”+‘, S”, ‘9) and a is continuously controlled at infinity, then by 
applying Lemma 1.2 with K = H+ = {x = (x1, . . . ,x,,+~)[ f x,+~ 2 0} and 
W = Int D T where D+ = H + n s”, there are neighborhoods U + of Int D* so that if 
a-l = b = {b,“)x,y E Int D”+’ >, then b;=O for (x,y)~(U~xH~)u(H+xU~). It 
now follows that c = [a,, pt] has 
cJu, = id:A[t, t-‘]Ju, -+ A[t, t-‘]Ju,. 
Considerf=cI:A[t,t-‘]jM+A[t,t-‘1) where M = D”+‘-(U+ u U_). Applying 
Lemma 1.2 a second time with K = M and W = Int D + u Int D _ , there is a neighbor- 
hood V of W withfYX = 0 if (x, y) E Vx K u K x V. Let W, = U* n V. It is then easy 
to check that cl W, = id:A[t, t-‘]lw+ -+ A[t, t-’ Iw, and that the restriction of c maps 
ACt, t-‘lb+~-(w+ u w_j isomorphically onto itself. Let A,( [A, a]) be represented by 
[A[t, t-‘],[a,, pJ] where if y = (yi, . . . ,y,J, then Act, t-l] EB(D”, S”-‘; 2l[t, t-l]) 
has A[t, t-‘1, = zA,[t, t-‘1 where the sum runs over those 
xEim{zxR) n {D”+’ - (W+ u W-)}. Here z = (1 - 11 y II)-’ y and im {z x R} is the 
image of this line in R” + ’ under the identification of !R”+ ’ with Int D”+ ’ given above. 
The proof that & is well defined given in [7, Theorem 2.31 carries over, almost 
without change, to show that & is a well-defined homomorphism. 
Since it follows immediately from the definitions of & and ia that the diagram 
above commutes, this completes the proof of Lemma 5.7. 0 
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